Sheet Music Paper Snowflake

Supplies: Sheet music, scissors, tape and/or stapler.

To begin, you need six pieces of square paper. You’ll need to turn your sheet music into squares by folding one end over and cutting the edge off. You can use the edges to make paper garland, later.

Fold your square in half once to make a triangle, then in half once more to make a smaller triangle:

Measure lines 1 inch apart and cut three to five lines (depending on how sturdy or intricate you want the snowflake to be). Start at the folded short side and move towards the open short side. Don’t cut all the way through, leave about half an inch. Once you’ve made all your cuts, unfold your project.
Starting with the smallest square, bring the two points together and tape them so they form a roll.

Now flip your paper over. Do the same thing with the next square, bringing the two points together and taping them. Then, flip your paper again, and tape the next square in a roll. Continue to do this until all the corners are taped together:

Next, repeat this process five times, to create the “arms” of your snowflake. Now it’s time to put them all together. You can use staples, glue dots or strong tape for this.

Line up the points of the arms in the center, as well as at the bottom (note the circles in the photo), and continue attaching them until all six have formed your snowflake!